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nearly half of the consumer budget for tech and durable goods in
2020 and will generate a total turnover of €444 billion. The demand for
smartphones is expected to stay stable in 2020, after a slight decline
of two percent in units in 2019. GfK experts estimate that in 2020
more than 1.37 billion smartphones will be sold globally. However,
depending on the impact of the coronavirus on global supply chains
and production capacities, the demand could be significantly slowed.
These are GfK findings for the global smartphone market.
“Impressing the consumers with groundbreaking innovations has been a
challenge in recent years. Especially when it comes to the market for
smartphones” says Pavlin Lazarov, GfK expert for Telecom. “The
interaction with what is probably the most personal device has increased to
such high levels and with it the expectation for its hardware and
performance. One can say that premium and performance have now
become the standard. Nevertheless, consumers are waiting with bated
breath, for new models and flagships to hit the market, bearing in mind that
four out of five smartphones sold in 2019 were launched in Q4 2019.
Exciting the consumers with the right value-for-money can be a successful
strategy.”
From features to benefits to experiences
Innovations have been defining the smartphone market over the years and
this is the area where easy-to-grasp improvements are taking place.
Following the mantra “the more, the better” the smartphone features
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continue to offer more and improved capabilities. The share of
smartphones with a display of at least 6” has reached 70 percent in unit
terms in 2019, up from a share of 24 percent in 2018. Results from GfK
global consumer surveys show that despite the cloud storage services,
consumers consider the internal storage as the most important feature
when choosing a smartphone. This explains why 37 percent of all
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smartphones sold in 2019 have 128GB of storage or more.

Download infographic here.

Half of the consumers point out to the battery life as one of the most important features when
buying a new smartphone. As a result, 38 percent of the smartphones sold in 2019 had a battery
capacity of at least 4,000 mAh. Performance speed and battery life are also crucial for 44 percent of
consumers, who use smartphones for gaming. At the end of the day, the benefits from the features
should transform into rich experiences, which consumers are expecting and appreciating while
using smartphones.
Status Quo of 5G in 2019
One of the major technological advances, which is closely related to performance and experiences,
is 5G. In 2019 more than ten brands already offered 5G smartphones in their assortments. The
spread of 5G is highly dependent on the country telecom infrastructure. In South Korea one third of
all smartphones sold in Q4 2019 were 5G-ready, while that share was at around two percent in
Great Britain and Australia. The biggest smartphone market, namely China, is quickly catching up,
with eight percent of all sold products in December 2019 already generated by 5G models.
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Convenience and simplification as further growth drivers
Consumers are continuously looking for ways to improve their comfort and well-being together with
simplifying their daily interactions. These trends are strongly reflected in wearable devices, which
achieved a robust unit growth of 28 percent in 2019. The increase in value terms was even more
pronounced, reaching over 40 percent, driven by the high demand for smartwatches and wrist sport
computers. With consumers increasingly concerned about their health, the introduction of
functionalities such as blood pressure and blood oxygen measurement are gaining traction.
Having entertainment on-the-go and listening to their favorite music has long been part of the
consumer’s interaction with their mobile devices. One of the latest developments in this regard
comes from the true wireless earbuds, which have achieved a triple-digit increase in 2019. Nearly
every second headset sold on the market in 2019 was true wireless, which is twice as high as their
share in 2018. This market has attracted many new players, with more than 30 brands generating
80 percent of all units sold in 2019 globally.
Ends

Notes to editor
The global trends analysis presented here is based on various GfK research methods such as point
of sale tracking as well as consumer research in the Technical Consumer Goods market in 2019. All
turnover figures in this press release is based on a fixed currency exchange rate.
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GfK – extracting the signals from the noise
In a world of data overflow, disruption and misuse, picking up the right “signal from noise” is key to
win. We at GfK are the trusted partner and have more than 85 years of experience in combining
data and science to help you make the right business decisions. Together with our attention to
detail and advanced Augmented Intelligence, we provide you with world-class analytics that delivers
not just descriptive data but actionable recommendations always-on at your fingertips. As a result,
you can make key business decisions with confidence which help you drive sales, organizational
and marketing effectiveness. That’s why we promise to you “Growth from Knowledge”. For more
information, please visit www.gfk.com or follow GfK on Twitter www.twitter.com/GfK.
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